FABRICATION

Rowley project list: Changing Table Pads
Adding a colorful and coordinating changing table pad to any nursery is an easy and fast add-on sale.

MATERIALS & SUPPLIES
Rowley Products		

SKU

Hanes Classic Sateen Lining			

LN44/

Fringe Adhesive				FA10
R-TEX Polyester Welt Cord - ¼" 		

WCP2/

Nylon Zippers by the Roll			

ENR25/

Zipper Slides				ENP2/

CHANGING TABLE PADS:
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
This project guide covers the steps to plan, cut and
fabricate a changing table pad with decorative welt cord
and a faux bottom. Your project will need to be made to
fit the changing table in your customer’s nursery so no
specific measurements will be given in this guide.

Cutting and Prepping the
Top and Bottom:

1
2

Cut the top out of face fabric to the size needed plus seam allowances.

3

Cut and make enough welt cord to go around the top and across the front of the bottom.

For the bottom, cut a piece of lining the same size as the top and cut a band strip, out of face fabric, about 5" wide by the
width of the bottom.
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4

Cut a boxing strip out of face fabric the depth of the foam you want to use plus seam allowances.
A. The strips need to go around the front and two sides, half of the back, plus seam allowances.

5

Cut two zipper strips: width of boxing x back measurement plus seam allowances for joining to the boxing.

Constructing the Zipper:

1

Fold each zipper strip in half, lengthwise and iron to set a crease.

2
3
4

Load a pull onto a piece of zipper chain that is 3" - 4" longer than the zipper strips.
Sew the two sides of the zipper to the chain, overlapping them at the center of the zipper teeth.
Sew the end that does not have the pull to an end of the boxing strip. On the other end, sew across the zipper chain,
within the seam allowance – after moving the pull down the chain.
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Making the Pad Cover Bottom:

1

Glue-baste and then sew the welt cord around the top, making the join at the machine.

2

With the band strip, fold under a seam allowance along one long edge. Press.

3

Place the prepared banding on the right side of the lining, aligning the raw edges along the front.

4

Glue-baste the band in place and then top stitch along the folded edge.

5

Sew on a row of welt cord along the front edge only. Cut away cord from casing within the seam allowances.

Making the Pad
Cover Top:

1

Glue-baste and then sew welt cord
around the four sides of the top,
making the join at the machine.

2

Align the middle of the zipper and
the middle of the back of the top.

3

Pin boxing to top. Extra boxing fabric
can be folded back upon itself to form
a parking garage for the zipper pull.

4

Sew the boxing to the top.
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Finishing the Pad Cover:

1
2

Find and mark the corners of the boxing.

3

Open the zipper and sew the top to
the bottom.

4

Turn right sides out.

Align the marks with the corners on the
bottom piece so all corners line up.

Cutting and Prepping the Foam:

1

From the original pattern, cut a
piece of foam.

2

Wrap foam in batting and secure
all edges by whip-stitching.

3

Insert prepared foam into cover
and zip closed.

Welt cord end on bottom
Bottom
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